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Drone-Clone Xperts Ultimate 

INSTRUCTIONS GUIDE for your New 

Drone X Pro XTREME 
(If Instructions are too small to read, press Ctrl + on Keyboard to ZOOM in) 
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Quick Start Instructions 
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Calibrating Drone-Clone Xperts Drone X Pro XTREME: 

Step by step guide 

 
Sometimes after minor crashes, drones start 

to fly abnormally even if there are no physical 
damages (like faulty propellers). Performing 

gyro-calibration can solve sideward flying or 

other flight disorders. 

You can reset the Drone X Pro XTREME’s gyro 

settings in two different ways, either using 

the remote control or through the JY UFO 
phone APP (available for DL on virtually all 

smartphones with WiFi access). 

https://www.firstquadcopter.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Calibrating_Eachine_E58_guide.jpg
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Calibrating the Drone X Pro XTREME by remote 
controller 

• Step 1: Turn on the remote controller; 

• Step 2: Long press the power switch 
(located on top of drone) to turn ON your 
Drone X Pro XTREME; 

• Step 3: Place the drone on a horizontal 

surface. 
• Step 4: Bind the transmitter with the drone 

by pushing the throttle (left joystick) up to 

the highest position, and then pulling it 
straight down to the lowest position       . 
Solid light will indicate successful bind. 

• Final Step: Move both sticks to lowest right 
corner (like in the image above) for about 2-
3 seconds. LED lights will start to flash 
rapidly. Wait a few seconds till the lights are 

solid again and you are done. 
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Calibrating the Drone X Pro XTREME by phone APP 

Calibrating the Drone X Pro XTREME through 
APP is even easier. After you connected to 

drone with your phone. You need to enter the 

settings menu (like in the image bellow) and 
select the “Gyro calibrate” icon. First, the 

LEDs will start to flash rapidly, then turn 
solid. Finish! That was all, you are done and 

ready for your next flight! 
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**Fine-Tuning (“Trimming”) your DXP XTREME** 

Video Link to Download Trimming  Drone X Pro XTREME-Trim Instructions.MOV 
 

This section is starred because the absolute BEST Tip for Beginner Drone 

Pilots is learning how to fine-tune their drone by using the “TRIM” buttons. 

These buttons will give you optimal control of your Drone X Pro XTREME. 

When used correctly, your drone will steadily hover in one location without 

drifting.  

If your drone starts drifting in a certain direction directly after take-off 

DON’T PANIC! Everything is COMPLETELY NORMAL. All you have to do 

is TRIM this drone in the opposite direction. 

 

Trimming Examples 

 

Q) After take-off, my drone DRIFTS TO THE RIGHT 

A) Trim Drone to LEFT using LEFT Trim button 

Q) After take-off, my drone DRIFTS FORWARDS 

A) Trim Drone BACKWARDS using DOWN Trim button 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S0BlikM_rki6wSL3wn3WXQIyTpCoLpXl/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S0BlikM_rki6wSL3wn3WXQIyTpCoLpXl/view?usp=drive_web
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Connecting to WiFi & Downloading JY UFO APP 
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Connecting Drone X Pro XTREME to WiFi 
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microSD Card Slot Location 

 


